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THEATRE ROYAL DRURY LANE ACCESS INFORMATION  
 

 

Step Free and limited step Access: 

Stalls – All seats on this level have step free access.   

Royal Circle - A passenger lift is available to the front and rear of the Royal Circle 

level. Accessible seating is available on the Princes side of the auditorium (low seat 

numbers), providing step free access to the sides of row K. There is one step down 

to access the central seats in this row. Row L is accessible with one step up and row 

J is accessible with two steps down from the entrance to this level. The rear Royal 

Circle Boxes are accessible with four steps up. If accessing the Royal Circle at the 

front there are three steps up to row A. 

Grand Circle – A passenger lift is available to the middle of this level. The most 

accessible seating is available on the Princes side of the auditorium (low seat 

numbers), providing step free access to row E. There are three steps down or up to 

rows D or F.  

Balcony – A passenger lift is available to the front of this level. The most accessible 

seating is available on the Princes side of the auditorium (low seat numbers) in row 

B where there are two steps up. 

 

Non-Transferable wheelchair users: 

We have seven dedicated spaces for non-transferable wheelchair users. If there are 

no spaces available for your chosen performance as indicated on the plan with a 

wheelchair symbol, please contact us by email or choose an alternative date. 

Stalls: This level is suitable for those with both standard size and those with slightly 

larger than standard wheelchairs and can be accessed from the foyer without any 

steps. These seats are not suitable, however, for those with wheelchairs with high 

back or neck supports.  

Please select removable seat M16 and select a companion seat in M17 or select 

removable seats M36 and select a companion seat in M35. Removable seating in 

this row is indicated with a wheelchair symbol. We will remove an additional seat to 

ensure enough space is provided for the wheelchair. 

If you are attending with more than one other person you may find it is possible to 

select up to four seats together in this row. Please select removable seat M13 and 
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select a companion seat in M12 or removable seat M36 and select a companion seat 

in M35. Additional seating may be available in M10-11 or M41-42 for any additional 

party members subject to availability. 

Royal Circle: This level is suitable for those with most wheelchair types including 

those with a high back or neck supports. 

Please select removable seat K9 and select companion seat in K10. 

Please select removable seat K43 and select companion seat in K42. 

Please note that the seating area for Royal Circle K9-10 and K42-43 is on a 

platform, slightly apart from the rest of row K. Additional party members will be close 

by if selecting additional seats in row K or L. 

Grand Circle: This level is suitable for those with a standard size wheelchair, but 

can also accommodate those which have a high back or neck supports. 

Please select removable seats E8 and companion seat in E9. We will remove an 

additional seat to ensure enough space is provided for your wheelchair. 

 

Transferable wheelchair users – Please select STALLS ONLY. 

Dedicated Transferrable Wheelchair positions are held in Stalls C17, C33 and C34, 

along with additional companion seats. The aisle seats in this row are indicated on 

the plan with a wheelchair symbol. Should these seats be unavailable it is possible to 

select any inside aisle seat. We have noted all seats on the plan that do not have an 

aisle beside. 

 

Aisle seats / Extra Leg room - Please be sure to select seats with a clear aisle/leg 

room if this is required as not all seats at the end of rows have extra space. There is 

good legroom throughout the auditorium, but the following seats have particularly 

good legroom: 

Stalls: C12, C39, L19-34, M10-42, N17, N36. 

Royal Circle: Boxes B, C, D, E, F, G & H.  

 

Audio/Visual Requirements – Selected seats are held in row B or C of the Stalls, 

close to the stage for those who require to be close to the stage. These seats are 

very popular so please do plan ahead to find availability in this area. If you are 

unable to find seats that are suitable for your requirements, please contact the Box 

Office. 

 

Assistance Dog – Assistance dogs are welcome in the auditorium.  If you would like 

your dog to accompany you into the auditorium, we suggest selecting seats in the 
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Stalls and those with an aisle.  Please be aware if selecting seats which are close to 

the stage that the performance may be very loud in parts.  Alternatively, our guest 

experience team would be happy to look after your dog during the performance. 

 

Accessible toilet facilities are available in all levels except in the Balcony.  


